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AGENT_LOG
This table contains all the events regarding Agents, like when they are added to queues, when 
they login or pause their activity.

field description
id Event ID.
rtdtm Last update date. Date of the last event.
rttime Last update time. Time of the Last Event.
agent Agent Name.
queuename Queue Name.
event Agent Event.
type Agent Event Type.
enterdtm Enter Agent Date.
entertime Enter Agent Time.
exitdtm Exit Agent Date.
exittime Exit Agent Time.
duration Event Duration.

The following table contains the list of the possible event and type values:

event type description
MEMBER ADDMEMBER When a member is added to a queue.

QUEUE LOGINTIME When the agent has been logged.
NOTINUSE When the agent has been logged and he didn’t 

managed calls.

PAUSE PAUSE When the agent starts his pause.
BACKOFFICE When the agent starts his Backoffice pause.
AFTERCALL When the agent starts his Aftercall pause.

RINGNOANSWER call Unique_id After trying for ringtime ms to connect to the 
available queue member, the attempt ended without 
the member picking up the call.
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CALL_LOG
This table contains all the data about Calls: their duration, their last event type, their queue, the 
agent who answered and so on...
field description
id Event ID.
unique_id The unique ID for the src channel. This field is set automatically and 

is read-only.
queuename The Queue Name.
agent The Agent Name.
event The name (type) of the last event. The parameters which follow de-

pend on the event type.
ivrevent The name (type) of the last event generated by IVR, like IVRSTART, 

IVRHANGUP, IVRAPPEND, IVRGOAL.
rtdtm Last update date. Date of the last event.
rttime Last update time. Time of the last event.
url URL (if specified in the queue configuration).
callerid Information about the caller.
enterqueue Caller was placed in the queue. Flag(0/1). Default value = 1.
enterqueuedtm Date of the enterqueue event.
enterqueuetime Time of the enterqueue event.
holdtime Represents the amount of time the caller was on hold.
bridgedchanneluniqueid Contains the unique ID of the queue member channel that is taking 

the call.
ringtime The time the queue members phone was ringing prior to being 

answered.
connect Caller was connected to an agent. Flag(0/1). Default value = 1.
connectdtm Date of the connect event.
connecttime Time of the connect event.
calltime The length of the call.
origposition The caller’s original position in the queue.
completeagent The caller was connected to an agent, and the call was terminated 

normally by the agent. Flag(0/1). Default value = 1.
completeagentdtm Date of the completeagent event.
completeagenttime Time of the completeagent event.
completecaller The caller was connected to an agent, and the call was terminated 

normally by the caller. Flag(0/1). Default value 1.
completecallerdtm Date of the completecaller event.
completecallertime Time of the completecaller event.
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field description
position The caller abandoned their position in the queue.
waittime How long the call had been waiting in the queue at the time of di-

sconnect.
abandon When a caller in a queue hangs up before his call is answered by an 

agent.
abandondtm Date of the abandon event.
abandontime Time of the abandon event.
exitempty When the caller is removed from the queue due to a lack of agents 

available to answer the call (as specified by the leavewhenemptypara-
meter).

exitemptydtm Date of the exitempty event.
exitemptytime Time of the exitempty event.
exitwithkey Written when the caller exits the queue by pressing a single DTMF 

key on his phone to exit the queue and continue in the dialplan.
exitwithkeydtm Date of the exitwithkey event.
exitwithkeytime Time of the exitwithkey event.
keypress The key used to exit the queue.
exitwithtimeout The caller is removed from the queue due to timeout.
exitwithtimeoutdtm Date of the exitwithtimeout event.
exitwithtimeouttime Time of the exitwithtimeout event.
transfer When a caller is transferred to another extension. 
transferdtm Date of the transfer event.
transfertime Time of the transfer event.
extension The extension name to which the call is routed. This field it’s valid for 

the Transfer event.
context The context name to which the call is routed. This field it’s valid for 

the Transfer event.
ivrstart When the IVR starts. 1 = IVR started.
ivrstartdtm Date of the ivrstart event.
ivrstarttime Time of the ivrstart event.
ivrchoices Which choices where made by the IVR Menu blocks.
ivrblocks Which blocks of the IVR are involved.
ivrgoals When the IVR is in the GOAL block.
ivrhangup When the IVR is terminated.
ivrhangupdtm Date of the ivrhangup event.
ivrhanguptime Time of the ivrhangup event.
ivrtime IVR duration (from the start to the end).
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field description
ivrname The IVR Project name.
duration The number of seconds between the start and end times for the call. 

This field is set automatically and is read-only.
billsec The number of seconds between the answer and end times for the 

call. This field is set automatically and is read-only.
origcalldate The call date.
origcalltime The call time.
origcallyear The call year.
origcallmonth The call month.
origcallday The call day.
origcallhour The call hour.
origcallmin The call minutes.
origcallsec The call seconds.
outboundcall The type of the call is outbound. Flag(0/1). 
outboundcalldtm The date of the outboundcall event.
outboundcalltime The time of the outboundcall event.
tag If the outbound call has been tagged from the admin interface.

The call_log table is really useful to get information about call timing:

HOLDTIME    Answered calls 
The amount of time the caller was on hold

RINGTIME   Answered calls 
How long the phone (of the agent who answered) has rang.

CALLTIME    Answered calls 
The length of the call.

Waittime   Unanswered calls 
How long the call had been waiting in the queue at the time of disconnect.

duration   
The number of seconds between the start and end times for the call. 

billsec        
The number of seconds between the answer and end times for the call. 
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CDR
This table is called Call Detail Record and contains all these fields:

field description
recid Call Record ID.
calldate Call Date & Time.
clid The full Caller ID, including the name, of the calling party. This field is 

set automatically and is read-only.
src Source: the calling party’s caller ID number. It is set automatically and 

is read-only.    
dst The destination extension for the call. This field is set automatically 

and is read-only.    
dcontext The destination context for the call. This field is set automatically and 

is read-only.    
channel The calling party’s channel. This field is set automatically and is 

read-only.    
dst channel The called party’s channel. This field is set automatically and is 

read-only.    
lastapp The last dialplan application that was executed. This field is set 

automatically and is read-only.    
lastdata The arguments passed to the lastapp. This field is set automatically and 

is read-only.    
duration The number of seconds between the start and end times for the call. 

This field is set automatically and is read-only.   
billsec The number of seconds between the answer and end times for the call. 

This field is set automatically and is read-only.   
disposition An indication of what happened to the call. This may be NO 

ANSWER, FAILED, BUSY, ANSWERED, or UNKNOWN.  
amaflags The Automatic Message Accounting (AMA) flag associated with this 

call. This may be one of the following: OMIT, BILLING, DOCUMEN-
TATION, or Unknown.    

accountcode An account ID. This field is user-defined and is empty by default.
sequence A field that can be combined with uniqueid and linkedid to uniquely 

identify a CDR.
tag It has a value if the call has been tagged from the admin interface.
uniqueid The unique ID for the src channel. This field is set automatically and is 

read-only.    
linkedid A unique identifier based on uniqueid. Unlike uniqueid, but spreads 

to other channels as transfers, dials, etc are performed
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field description
userfield The channel’s user specified field.    
start The start time of the call. This field is set automatically and is 

read-only.
answer The answered time of the call. This field is set automatically and is 

read-only.
end The end time of the call. This field is set automatically and is 

read-only.
rtdtm Last update date. Date of the last event.
rttime Last update time. Time of the Last Event.    
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QUEUE_LOG
This table contains all the events regarding Queues.

field description
id Event ID.
time Timestamp of the event.
callid Unique Call ID.
queuename Queue Name.
agent Name of bridged channel.
event Event Type.
data Data of the Event; they depend on the event type.
dtm Date and time of the last event.

The following table contains the list of the possible queue_log events and their relative data:

event description
ABANDON Written when a caller in a queue hangs up before his call is answered 

by an agent. 
data 1 the position of the caller at hangup   
data 2 the original position of the caller when entering the queue 
data 3 the amount of time the caller waited prior to hanging up
 

ADDMEMBER Written when a member is added to the queue.
The bridged channel name will be populated with the name of the 
channel added to the queue.

AGENTDUMP Indicates that the agent hung up on the caller while the queue 
announcement was being played, prior to them being bridged together.

AGENTLOGIN Recorded when an agent logs in. The bridged channel field will contain 
something like Agent/9994 if logging in with chan_agent.  
data 1  the channel logging in (e.g., SIP/0000FFFF0001) 

AGENTLOGOFF When an agent logs off.  
data 1 how long the agent was logged in for 

BACKOFFICETIME Recorded when the agent has a backoffice Pause 
data 1 the Backoffice Time Pause duration
data 2 the Backoffice Timestamp Pause start time
data 3 the Backoffice Timestamp Pause end time
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event description
COMPLETEAGENT Recorded when a call is bridged to an agent and the agent hangs uppo-

sition at which 
the caller entered the queue. 
data 1 the amount of time the caller was held in the queue
data 2 the length of the call with the agent 
data 3 the original position at which the caller entered the queue.

COMPLETECALLER Same as COMPLETEAGENT, except the caller hung up and not the 
agent.

CONFIGRELOAD Indicates that the queue configuration was reloaded (e.g., via module 
reload app_queue.so).

CONNECT Written when the caller and the agent are bridged together. 
data 1 the amount of time the caller waited in the queue
data 2 the unique ID of the queue member’s channel to which the 
caller was bridged
data 3 the amount of time the queue  member’s phone rang prior to 
being answered.

ENTERQUEUE Written when a caller enters the queue. 
data 1 the URL (if specified) 
data 2 the caller ID of the caller
data 3 the time the call has been in the queue

EXITEMPTY Written when the caller is removed from the queue due to a lack of 
agents available to answer the call (as specified by the leavewhenemp-
typarameter). 
data 1 the position of the caller in the queue
data 2 the original position at which the caller entered the queue
data 3 the amount of time the caller was held in the queue.

EXITWITHKEY Written when the caller exits the queue by pressing a single DTMF key 
on his phone to exit the queue and continue in the dialplan 
data 1 the key used to exit the queue
data 2 the position of the caller in the queue upon exit
data 3 the original position the caller entered the queue at 
data 4 the amount of time the caller was waiting in the queue.
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event description
EXITWITHTIMEOUT Written when the caller is removed from the queue due to timeout  

data 1 the position the caller was in when exiting the queue
data 2 the original position of the caller when entering the queue
data 3 the amount of time the caller waited in the queue.

INFO It contains data about IVR 
data 1 the IVR event: IVRSTART        data 1   IVRAPPEND
data 2 CallerID                                       data 2   pressed key
data 3 DID                                              data 3   IVR block Menu name
data 4 Context (from-sip)
data 5 IVR Project name

LOGINTIME The Agent login on a queue 
data 1 The login time duration
data 2 The login start timestamp
data 3 The login end timestamp

MOH Music on hold Event 
data 1 The Music on Hold duration in seconds

NOTINUSE When the agent is logged on a queue but he doesn’t manage calls 
data 1 The Not in Use duration
data 2 The Not in Use start time
data 3 The Not in Use end time

PAUSE Written when a queue member is paused. 
data 1 The Pause Type

PAUSEALL Written when all members of a queue are paused.

PAUSETIME data 1 The Pause duration 
data 2 The Pause start timestamp 
data 3 The Pause end timestamp 

PENALTY Written when a member’s penalty is modified. Manager Interface, or 
the Asterisk CLI commands. The penalty can be changed through 
several means, such as the QUEUE_MEMBER_PENALTY() function, 
through using Asterisk 
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event description
QUEUESTART The queue was started. 

REMOVEMEMBER Written when a queue member is removed from the queue. 
The bridge channel field will contain the name of the member removed 
from the queue.

RINGNOANSWER Logged when a queue member is rung for a period of time, and the 
timeout value for ringing the queue member is exceeded. 
data 1  the amount of time the member’s extension rang

SYSCOMPAT Recorded if an agent attempts to answer a call, but the call cannot be 
set up due to incompatibilities in the media setup.

TRANSFER Written when a caller is transferred to another extension.  
data 1 the extension and context the caller was transferred to
data 2 the hold time of the caller in the queue
data 3 the amount of time the caller was speaking to a member of the 
queue
data 4  the original position of the caller when he entered the queue

UNPAUSE Written when a queue member is unpaused. 
data 1 The Pause Type

UNPAUSEALL Written when all members of a queue are unpaused.
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